
AP Language and Composition
2021-2022
Mrs. Petrelli

Welcome to AP Language and Composition! Over the summer you will complete three assignments:  An
AP Synthesis Essay (due July 26) and close reading of TWO nonfiction books (due on the first day of the
2020-2021 school year).

Assignment One: The Synthesis Essay

There are three essay genres tested on the AP Language and Composition exam, the first being a
“synthesis essay.”  “Synthesizing” is the process of taking a number of sources and combining elements
of them into a coherent whole, while bringing in a new idea or thesis of your own.

Students sometimes think of the synthesis as writing a research paper because they have to read many
sources about one topic and combine pieces of them into an original essay. The skills you learned in
grades 9 & 10 will certainly be very helpful! (But since the sources are given to you during the AP exam,
there is no “research,” so what you are actually writing is a synthesis!  In fact, NO outside sources or
research is necessary and I’d rather you stick with the prompt in the link below).

Your assignment this summer is to write an original essay based on this official college board prompt:
Synthesis Essay: The Penny Question.  Unlike on the exam, this essay will NOT be timed.  You can write
multiple drafts and are expected to edit and submit your best work.

My hope is to give you a taste of this essay style in preparation for the AP exam, assess your critical
reading and writing skills, and give you valuable feedback on your writing in preparation for the fall.

This assignment should be SHARED with me by midnight on Monday, July 26, 2020 –
kpetrelli@douglasps.net. And you can certainly turn it in ahead of time!

To assess your work, I will use the new AP Essay Rubric and will also add personalized comments on
your google doc (make sure it is not a view only). I will count this assignment on quarter one. I hope to
see a sample of your best work!

TOPIC: The Penny Question dates back to the 2008 exam, but became relevant again in 2020 when
America experienced a coin shortage. A combination of the economy partially closing and the mint
shutting down to protect workers during the pandemic, led to a shortage of coins in the United States, and
people who have been trying to get the U.S. Mint to ditch the penny for years say it is the perfect time to
try again! Feel free to read about it here. And good luck on your essay!

Assignments Two and Three: Reading Nonfiction Texts

Please obtain copies of the two summer reading books and read them actively.  That means you should
read with “pen in hand” to get the most out of each text. You are expected to have thorough knowledge of
the two books and should expect reading quizzes, timed writing, discussions, etc. in the fall. Many of
these will be “open book.”

https://secure-media.collegeboard.org/apc/ap08_eng_lang_frq.pdf
mailto:kpetrelli@douglasps.net
https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/pdf/ap-english-language-and-composition-frqs-1-2-3-scoring-rubrics.pdf
https://www.npr.org/2020/07/16/892034497/is-it-finally-a-good-time-to-kill-the-penny-some-say-it-is


AP classes are also about independent learners. As such the way you take notes should fit your own
learning style and reading process.  You may highlight and write directly in the books, use Post-its, keep a
reading journal electronically or on paper, make a chart, or do anything that helps you organize your
thoughts. It is expected that you are prepared on day one with the required information no matter the
format. It will NOT be collected and graded, but is meant to help you do your best on the assessments
you will be responsible for this fall.

Below are Guided Reading Questions to aid your understanding of each text. Keep in mind that your
notes need not be limited to these essential questions, but you should certainly be prepared to discuss
and write about the topics below.

The books are listed in the order they will be addressed in class this fall. I look forward to our discussions!

Eats, Shoots, and Leaves: The Zero-Tolerance Approach to Punctuation by Lynne Truss Guided
Reading Questions:

1) How has punctuation changed over time?
2) How does Truss use humor to engage her audience?
3) What are the punctuation rules?

In Cold Blood by Truman Capote
Guided ReadingQuestions:

1) Truman Capote is said to have “invented” a new genre of literature--the nonfiction novel. The
combination was intended to achieve historical accuracy but also use fictional devices to shed creative
light on actual events. Annotate the ways In Cold Blood is like a fiction novel. Annotate the ways it is like
journalism. Did Capote achieve his goal?

2) Capote used several points of view—third person through the narrator’s eyes, third person through
Alvin Dewey’s eyes, third person through Perry Smith’s eyes, etc. Annotate any shifts in point of view and
analyze their purpose and effect. Do you think the shifting points of view are effective in telling the story?
Explain.

3) The tone of the book reveals the author’s attitude toward his subject matter. What is Capote’s attitude
toward the two murderers? The Clutter family? The citizens of Holcomb? The investigators? The families
of the murderers? The legal team? The executioner? And how would you characterize Capote’s overall
tone? Sympathetic? Objective? Or to what extent a mixture of both?

4) Capote recounts the story in a certain order. What is the scene order? Why does Capote arrange the
scenes in this way? Think of alternative plot structures that Capote could have used, and analyze why
you think Capote structures the events as he does?


